
Falling Into PoweR

  ~ ~ ~
Editors Notes:  This is a collection of all the known writings of Klairissa which are of historical value. 

As more pieces of her work are discovered and authenticated they will be added to this collection.  What you 
will not find here are the many spells, incantations and magics which she researched and pioneered.  Those are 
collected in other works easily found in the Temples of Klairissa scattered across Empire.  Our goal here is to 
examine the thoughts, life and ordeals of Klairissa so that we may learn from her triumphs and failures.  To 
some she will always be the Emerald Empress.  To others she will always be Bringer of Darkness.  Regardless 
of how you look back upon her from our place here in the Third Age one can not deny the influence she, her 
first Circle and her second Circle had upon our history.

The works are presented not in the order written, but the order in which the events happened when(  
we have been able to place them in a chronology .  Klairissa seldom dated anything she wrote which)  
compounds the problems of creating an accurate picture of her life.  

  ~ ~ ~
Mostly I can still remember.  It's dark, but I can still remember.  Mostly.  I must 

put these words.  Words of warning and hope.  Words of past, present and future. 

Words to remember.  Those who forget are those who fall.  I forgot.  I have fallen. 

Read these words and walk a different path.

It was my place to change things.  I saw this in the world from my youngest days.  Brushes 

with greatness.  Temptations and opportunities.  Moments when a decision could have made the 

difference.  Many of those moments escaped my grasp when I was a mortal.  Then came exaltation. 

Now I could shape Creation and bring about the Second Age.  Let me start at the beginning.

What I remember of it.
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  ~ ~ ~

I was born in the Northlands and grew up on the edge of land and sea.  Land and sea 

splintered my family.  The water claimed my mother, second born brother and younger brother.  The 

sea might not seem the proper place for a woman, but in the Northlands one survives by 

contributing.  Those who can not add something receive nothing.  By the time I was born my 

mother already captained a whaling ship.  She ruled the crew with an iron fist, but was fair in her 

dealings and stood up for all those who served her with loyalty.  Those foolish enough to betray her 

often got left out at sea.  I'm told the crew would bind a traitor and toss him into the waters without 

even waiting for my mothers command.  

My father, my eldest brother and myself were claimed by the land.  Hunting was our lot.  Yet 

a fine lot it was.  Roaming the coast, the cities and even the colder wastelands to the north was 

much more interesting than living out your life on a featureless plain of water.  We saw . . .  The 

things we saw.  If only I could tell you every detail.  Each texture and inhale.  Each texture and 

touch.  Each startle and fear.  If only I could remember every detail.  In some detail might be my 

salvation.

I remember cold.  So much cold.  Shivers of mind and body.  The farther we travelled from 

the coast the colder it was.  I could never have enough furs and leather wrapped around me.  The 

fire could never be large enough, or hot enough.  Father would always tell me it was never as cold 

as I imagined.  That I created my own darkness when I was in fact full of brightness.  How right he 

turned out to be.

I remember cold.  So much cold.  I remember once lying low in the snow as a Deathlord 

army passed in the distance.  Long, wide and shambling.  We were so far away that individuals and 
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details were lost.  It was as some giant crawling maggot.  Yet even at such distance I could smell the 

decay and death.  But power.  So much power.

I remember the Wyld.  We knew pockets where Creation gave way to illusion and dementia 

and insanity.  I had seen some of those who ventured into the Wyld for too long.  How they lost first 

their mind then their body.  How they fell apart and reformed into something else.  Something 

which didn't belong in Creation.  I remember Father, Brother and I putting more than one out of it's 

misery.  It was the right thing to do.  The only thing to do.  I would offer some blood from our next 

kill and some puntoob berries to the souls which departed these abominations.  A small ritual to 

nourish them so they could return to creation in a healthy body and mind.

I remember other things which came out of the Wyld.  Beautiful, deadly things.  Spirit and 

substance.  The stuff of dreams and nightmares.  Images of men and women.  Reflections we dared 

not look upon nor touch.  Father showed us how to craft charms to ward the Winter People.  We tied 

enchanted bits of iron around our necks with leather cords.  I still wear one of them to this day.  We 

carried iron charms in pouches and pockets.  Each of us had one iron-head arrow.  We crafted crude 

knifes of iron and shuddered to think of ever being close enough to one of the Winter People to use 

such a weapon.

I remember the old Shaman.  He ruled over a tribe in the far Northlands.  As far north as we 

would dare venture.  He and Father had some common bond to which I was never initiated.  But the 

Shaman and I had a bond of our own.  He showed me the stuff of magic.  Not magic as I wield 

today, but the beginnings of magic.  He had many times ventured into the Deathlands.  I asked him 

to tell me where to find this Deathland yet it was a secret he would not part with.  He told me of 

both dead & undead and of the magic he saw.  From the Shaman I learned how to call forth ghost. 

To ask questions of them and give them minor commands.

I remember the burning curiosity I always had.  There were things I feared, yet still wanted 

to know.  Once I stood alone on the edge of a city.  It was during a snowstorm and while I hated the 
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cold I revelled in the danger.  From out of the whiteness walked a barely clad woman.  A woman of 

a sort.  It was a Snowdoll.  Winter People who walk the storms searching for mortal lovers to feast 

upon and keep warm with.  She moved past me at an arms length.  I wanted to touch her.  But I 

dared not.  She . . . It . . . Gazed upon me.  My fingers closed upon the iron blade I never expected 

to use.  And I didn't have to use it.

I remember my first born brother.

I'm lying.

I can't remember him.  I remember almost nothing of him.

There is a place where I still feel his presence.  Even now, even in my current state.  He is 

still there.  A fragment.  A sliver of a splinter in my thumb.  A lingering friendship, love, respect, 

reliance, trust.  A trust.

I remember that he trusted me.  He came home and told me his story.  How he was separated 

from Father and I.  Injured and wondering lost, confused and disoriented.  Suddenly attacked and at 

a disadvantage.  Then came his second breath.  He told me of the light that set upon him, yet came 

from within.  Of the forces that took hold inside and how in a moment he became more that he had 

ever been.  How he became whole for the first time.  Leaving dead enemies scattered behind upon 

blood stained snow my first born bother came home.  Knowing my curiosity came to me.  He 

revealed himself and took my hands gave me his trust.  I responded in the only way I knew at the 

time.

“Anathema.”  I had once touched a broken relic of the First Age.  I had heard the stories of 

the wonders that were until the Anathema brought about Destruction and Contagion.  Only the 

Dragon-Blooded and the Scarlet Empress turned back the Wyld and Contagion to secure the safety 

of the realm.  Now one of the destroyers, the Anathema, walked amongst us.  Hiding in the guise of 

my brother.  

I remember bringing the Dragon-Blooded.  I remember that much.
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  ~ ~ ~

Shame came upon our family.  In the Northlands shame is hard to come by.  Our social 

customs don't call for large amounts of shame.  They call for survival.  None the less, some things 

can not be left behind by friends and community.  So friends and community must be left behind.

The farther we sailed from the Northland coast the more I can remember.  I think my mind, 

even in this state, seeks to keep those early memories from me.  The memories of casting down and 

betraying my own.  The memories of my great stupidity.  My failure.

I also remember why I didn't take to the sea.  River travel has never concerned me.  Yet sea 

voyages turn my insides and soon I am expelling everything from within.  For uncounted days we 

travelled by sea, and for all those days I could hardly eat or drink.  I felt barely alive when we 

reached Lookshy.  It took another week for me to recover fully.

Here we started again.  Father and Mother were nothing if not bold.  They raised much jade 

before departing, called in trading contacts and friendships formed over years of meeting people in 

a port town and by the time I was healthy again I found myself in a new land, a new culture and a 

new way of life.

Best of all – it was warm and green.  So very, very warm and green.

Farming suited my family.  The soldiers and Dragon-Blooded in Lookshy had to eat, and 

they ate a lot.  We devoted ourselves to the livestock and crops, learning along the way, never 

backing down from an opportunity.  The risk we took paid off.  Soon Father had four paid hands and 

seven serfs with the fields and stock to keep them and ourselves occupied.  There were seasons, 

crops, harvest, planting, rains, births, deaths, markets – endless cycles of creation and destruction 
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and change.

Still . . .  I had time for other things.  My curiosity knew no bounds in this new land of green 

warmth.  Here were many more relics of the First Age.  More stories.  More storytellers.  More 

books.  More people who were also curious.  When not engaged in the business of the farm I was 

engaged in the business of the city.

In Lookshy I found different dangers than I was use to.  Temptations of food, drink, clothing 

and toys.  Temptations of flesh.  Temptations of knowledge.

I gave in to all of them.  But it was knowledge which called to me with most force.  

  ~ ~ ~
Life in the Northlands was difficult, but not impossible.  There was less time for pleasure 

than I found in the East.  Here, with the climate and the city and the greater amount of trade, things 

were easier.  Once the farm was established I was able to spend more time on my own devices and 

desires.  More and more I spent my time in the city.  I sought out those with knowledge of the First 

Age and the ways of magic.  I heard stories about even more potent forms of magic.  Sorcery they 

called it.  Once upon a time, in the First Age, the great sorcerers could call down rains of death, 

level armies, travel great distances in the wink of an eye.  Such was I told.

First I made connections amongst the slaves and servants at the markets.  They lead me to 

their masters who had a book, or a relic, or a friend.  Something that feed my hunger and drove me 

seek more.  Over time I made connections amongst the savants of Lookshy.  The old knowledge of 

the First Age was accessible to me.  The more I read, the more I realized how sad and deprived our 

existence was.  Once the peoples of Creation lived as the Gods do.  A life of comparative luxury and 

wealth.  Great magics curing disease and bringing about wondrous structures scraping the sky. 
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People were safe from the Winter People, from the Deathlords, from the malevolence of demons, 

ghost and spirits.  All was order, prosperity, wealth, pleasure.  Such was I told.

The Anathema took that from us.  Stole from the mortals of Creation that which was given to 

us by the Gods.  The Anathema fought amongst themselves, bringing the mortals into the battlefield 

as cannon fodder.  This was all so very personal to me.  The Anathema took my brother from me. 

Cast my family from their traditional home and the home of the ghost of our ancestors.  The 

Dragon-Blooded lead us closer and closer to the perfection of Enlightenment which all being seek. 

The Anathema seek to steal that Enlightenment from us, to keep mortals from ever touching the 

First Age again.  The chaos of the Anathema brought about the invasion of the Wyld.  Between the 

two evils all mortals would have be trampled out of existence, had it not been for the Dragon-

Blooded lead by the Scarlet Empress.  Such was I told.

My connections lead me to practitioners of magics and alchemies.  Members of cults and 

lost religions.  Ancient and arcane practices thought to be lost in time.  Somewhere in all of this had 

to be the knowledge to bring back the glory of the First Age.  I would find it.  Somewhere lie the 

knowledge to rid Creation of the Anathema forever.  To make sure no more brothers were taken 

from Sisters.  No more sons taken from fathers.  There was an answer.  Such was I told.

I could one day access that power.  Many rites would I have to endure.  Rituals to perform. 

Sacrifices to make.  I endured, performed and sacrificed.  I bled, I killed, I copulated.  This was the 

path.  Such was I told.

  ~ ~ ~
I remember the scavenger lord who came seeking some obscure text.  He took me with him. 

I left behind a promise to return soon.  I had to see these ruins of the First Age up close.  I had to 
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touch them and walk amongst the ancient walls.  Unlike in the Northlands where the wonders of the 

First Age lie beneath snow or ice, or had been destroyed by time, here the ruins endured and stood. 

Once I saw the ruin, I could imagine the glory.  I knew my destiny was to return Creation to the 

First Age.  And if that were not my destiny, I would make it my destiny.

I remember learning 
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